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The Korean Cultural Center Los Angeles (KCCLA) and the P@N The Performing Arts 

Company will present a dance musical, “Dancing Blue”, on Friday, December 2, 2016 at 

7:30pm on the 3rd floor of Korean Cultural Center, Los Angeles in the Ari Hall. 

  

P@N The Performing Arts Company wanted to create an opportunity for parents to 

share their nostalgic memories from their youth with their children through some of 

the most popular songs and choreography from past generations of K-pop. This dance 

musical will include songs, video clips, acting, and dances of the 80s, 90s, and the new 

millennium. This performance will be sure to impress and touch the hearts of people 

regardless of their age and gender, connecting generations together. 

  

P@N (Play at Noreeter) is an event performance project group established in 2010 and 

is currently actively performing throughout the Los Angeles, Orange, and Riverside 

Korean communities. P@N is a group of artists who seek to create diverse cultural 

experiences and enjoyment for Korean immigrants. P@N does not restrict itself to a 

single genre, theme, or audience, but freely performs across many forms of performing 

arts such as plays, musicals, music concerts, films, and even monologues. The ultimate 

goal of the group is to purely entertain its audience as well as to become a gateway and 

a playground, where more local talents can be discovered and developed. 

  
*This performance is presented as a part of the Korean Cultural Center’s 2016 ARI PROJECT Season 3: Performing arts series, 

which feature a rich program of various performing arts programs including Korean traditional music and world music, as 

well as contemporary dance and theater. 

  

Summary: 
A mother finds an unidentified box while cleaning the house on a relaxing Sunday 
morning. The mother gathers up her fashionista daughter and her unemployed and lazy 
brother to start digging up old video tapes in the mysterious box. There she finds her 
long-forgotten memories from the 80s, her brother’s teenage years in the 90s, and even 
her daughter’s fairly recent days of the 2000s. This is the beginning of a journey to 
reminisce about the legendary pop groups and their songs from all three different 
decades. 
 
Producer: Saeme Shim 
Director: Min Hyung Kim / Film: Collin Lim / Editing: Saeme Shim 
Cast: Min Hyung Kim, Jungjin Park, Sarang Cho, David Shim, Yeri Kim, Woo Hyoun Lee, 
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Saeme Shim, Hyewon Jang, Hoya 
Special Cast: Hang Bang, Caleb Park, Daseul Choi 
 

         

 


